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I. Introduction

Section 513.361 of the Employee and Labor
Relations Manual reads:

For periods of absence of 3 days or
less, supervisors may accept the
employee's statement explaining the
absence. Medical documentation or
other acceptable evidence of
incapacity for work is required only
when the employee is on restricted
sick leave (see 513.36) or when the
supervisor deems documentation
desirable for the protection of the
interests of the Postal Service.

Stated simply, ELM 513.361 establishes three
rules:

A. For absences of more than three days, an
employee must submit "medical documentation or other
acceptable evidence" in support of an application for
sick leave, and

B. For absences of three days or less a
supervisor may accept an employee's application for
sick leave without requiring verification of the
employee's illness (unless the employee has been
placed in restricted sick leave status, in which case
verification is required for every absence related to
illness regardless of the number of days involved),
however
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into the National Agreement reference in Article 19,
has been the subject of a larger number of regional
level contract arbitrations than any contract term.
Virtually all of the arbitrations have concerned situations
in which a supervisor required an employee not in
restricted sick leave status to submit medical
documentation for an absence of three days or less.
The purpose of this paper is to summarize the awards
issued as a result of those arbitrations, and to
summarize Step 4 settlements concerned with ELM
513.361 (Section V of this paper deals with issues
concerning submission and acceptance of certification).

References in this paper to cases identify
arbitration awards indexed by and contained in NALC's
Computer Arbitration System. References to "M" cases
identify national level settlements and Step 4 decisions
indexed and contained in NALC's Materials Reference
System. Both "C" and "M" cases may be obtained from
NALC's National Business Agents

II. What constitutes "three days"?

In Case M-00489, NALC and USPS agreed that
"an absence is counted only when the employee was
scheduled for work and failed to show." Therefore, non
scheduled days are not counted in determining length of
absence unless the employee had been scheduled to
come in on overtime on the day.

III. Burden of Proof

C. For absences of three or less a
supervisor may require an employee to submit
documentation of the employee's illness "when the
supervisor deems documentation desirable for the
protection of the interests of the Postal "

This harldbi:lok pro'VISll)n which is inc1orporated

When a supervisor has an to
submit medical certification, the is upon
NALC to show that the Postal Service arbitrarily,
capriciously or unreasonably the employee to
obtain medical documentation. to the
arbitrator in C-00418, the "burden is " The
"must that the supervisor was and
unjlustified in his
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B. in which a reqluest
for certification was found not

Where an sick at the time
leave was rule that
certification not have been In C-01224,
the for medical documentation was not

InAruj~~()r does not have a factual
reclulring cel1itil:;ation and instead relies on a

fcu.,linr1 that certification should be provided,
I"lAr1Ar:~II\I find certification to have been

In C-00008 the mot'lI"",1

documentation was ruled to have been
unJUS1[ITIE~a because there was "no that could

susipicion and that an employeei's
undocumented should not be ac!cel)ted.
Arbitrator found three in a thn1v-1rolJl

were insufficient to deem the emlpl()yee's

Arbitrators
certification 'c~'u" cu

sick leave for a prElcedirlQ

While a supervisor has to request
medical such discretion must be exercised
on a basis rather than requiring that all
errlOH)VEleS submit certification for absence on a certain

4, national level settlement M-00662, NALC and
aareEld that local requirement that

sUI)stcmtiati(m for illness must submitted by any and
all carriers absent on the day following a holiday was
"('nintr:"nl to national policy".

for certificaticm
which the .n".n!;'~r\r'c

Examination these cases discloses certain ,",,,,tt,,,,,,,,,,
as may be seen below:



Section 513.364 of the Em,o/olvee
Relations Manual reads as follows:

it is unreasonable for a to
require medical documentation of an errlph)YEle
requesting sick leave without an
employee's illness. In C-03860 the <:::1I11Ar1JI<:::()r'<:;

for medical was
the supervisor had not questiorled
his illness before asking documentation. The
Arbitrator stated, "To conclude that the grievant was not
ill because supervisor] perceived no outward
manifestation was not enough." (See also C-03819,
04002 and C-05015)

leave.
elTlol()VE!e can have a

can become
him from work."

isolated
nrj~'\l:::llnt 1/:.:::lVlnn work to illness on a

oCica~>loI1, with no otherwise in the
grievant's work record that he was a to
abuse sick leave, is not sufficient to a
substantial doubt in the mind of a reasonable person
that the left his route on the in qUl9stiion
simply he did not want to r-nlTInlioto

overtime " In this case the ,,..,,,,,.,,i,,"''' had
conceded that the had the outward appearance
of sick the hoarseness in his voice.

Until such time as evidence
sulbstanitiating an employee's illness is nrc,<>~ntc,rl

mana,gelllelnt may refuse to approve
M-00132)

level <>~tt'l~rr,ont M-Q0001, a ph~{sic:ian

illness need not appear on a
medical statements written on a rir",t",·'"
memoranda or stationary which are
doctor are considered to be an ac,ce!)table
certification." the ,i,.~m~nt",

ELM are satisfied, certification
on forms. M-00079

arbitrators have ruled that the workload at
the at the time the sick leave is made is a
factor the supervisor should consider when
deciding whether to require medical documentation of
an employee. However, heavy mail volume alone is
usually ruled to be an insufficient reason for requesting
medical documentation. In C-00276 the employee had
no of sick leave abuse and had not tried to leave
earlier on the day for personal reasons. The
arbitrator ruled that management's request for medical
documentation based only on heavy mail volume was
unreasonable. Similarly, in C-06723 the arbitrator
concluded, "The mere fact that management would be
inconvenienced an employee's absence, or that
other employees may have been to
provide medical documentation in similar or
that productivity and/or be ne<:JatlveIIV
impacted by an employee's absence, are
insufficient reasons--in and of themselves--to justify the
requiring of an employee to medical
documentation to verify an unscheduled absence."



arbitrator
violi:ited Part 513.361 the

Relations Manual

requesited sick

medical

In addition to being reimbursed for the cost of
the medical documentation, some arbitrators have ruled
that the employee is entitled to reimbursement for the
time it took to travel to and from the doctor's office (see
V-I,IVV'U I and C-00418), and transportation costs related
to the doctor's visit. (See C-02886, C-03819 and C-

However, reimbursement for travel expenses
and time spent traveling to and from the doctor's office
was denied in C-00243A and C-00451. In C 00243A the
arbitrator ruled: "The testimony indicates that the
doctor's office was located approximately two miles
from the Grievant's home and that it was not particularly
off the course of travel between the Post Office and the
Grievant's home. Therefore, the Grievant is not entitled
to any compensation for mileage or time spent in
connection with the visit to the doctor's office." The
arbitrator in C-00451 stated, ''The claim for $10, for the
one hours time that the grievant spent in the doctor's
office, is denied. So is the request for $.40 mileage
charge for use of the grievant's car going to and from
the doctor's office. Both of these items would have been
utilized by the grievant if he had gone to work instead of
remaining home on December 23, 1982. His savings in
not going to work recompensed him for these requested
charges so he suffered no loss and required no
reimbursement. "

Reiml:>urselneln1 for time
travelina to and from the doctor's

reimbursement for
translPol1ation costs.

Reimbursement for medical treatment

An to the nOlnor",lhl ac(~ep!ted remedy
reimbursement for the cost of the is

where the employee was reimbursed by the
employeEl's medical insurance. (See C-00417 and C

In C-00417 the arbitrator reasoned, "the
Arbitrator does have power and jurisdiction to fashion
an remedy, which is in this type of case,

However, it is elementary that there
No

the

The to the
errlOll)VEle who was to obtain
m",rii,..",1 documentation is for the cost of

medical documentation. As the arbitrator in C-01624
"where a gross error is made the

<::llI"lArvl<::l,r and the effects of the error falls upon an
errlpil)YE~e who is not on Restricted Sick Leave and who
has not 'taken of a very substantial sick

since his sick leave have been
ne!::)li~libl!e, the to bear the responsibility

the cost a documentation which
nr;,::'\J<>nt has been directed to procure." (See also C-

--"-Ulu,n.IO. C-01 C-01 C-01641, C-03744,
v-u"t"t..:l!U. C-04636, C-04974, C-05015

~ln.~lnnthatan WaSimlnrr,norl"
ceI1ifil~atiion, most arbitrators

errlph)YEle is entitled to be reimbursed for
medical examination. HO'we'.rer,
corlsistenl:ly ruled agalinst

relrnbillrsement for treatment. In the
arll:Jvant was denied reimbursement for the cost of a

received. arbitrator concluded that
have gone to a doctor to receive a
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